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Model Jean Campbell s tars  in Chanel's  Summer of Glow cosmetics  campaign. Image credit: Chanel

 
By DIANNA DILWORT H

French fashion and leather goods brand Chanel has launched a new social media campaign to promote its Les
Beiges line of cosmetics that plays up the special feeling of summer.

The Summer of Glow campaign shows models basking in the sun while at sea, as their skin looks flawless in
Chanel's line of foundations and face powders.

"The strategy behind Chanel's Summer of Glow campaign is aimed at the promise of better days ahead, those of
summer and all the joys we typically have enjoyed with family, friends and vacation," said Rebecca Miller,
founder/principal of Miller&company, New York. "That anticipated time away from our day-to-day work
commitments when we have a chance to play, relax and create new memories through experiences, traditional and
new.

"Chanel is celebrating these precious times visually and through a fresh product line that nods to the colors and care
of hot summer days," she said.
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View this post on Instagram

 

A radiant summer with @Jean_Campbell and the LES BEIGES SUMMER OF
GLOW collect ion. #LesBeiges #SummerOfGlow #CHANELMakeup Click
the link in bio to find out more.

A post shared by CHANEL (@chanelofficial) on Jun 26, 2020 at 2:00am PD…

Chanel's new Summer of Glow campaign promotes its Les Beiges foundations and powders.

Summer of Glow
The first Summer of Glow video campaign opens on the open seas before showing model Jean Campbell's flawless
sun-kissed face modeling the new product as she dances around on a yacht.

Another video with model Vittoria Ceretti shows the smoothness of the boat and the smoothness of her skin wearing
the Chanel product.

"There is an ease reflected in the videos that compliments the product offerings," Ms. Miller said. "It speaks to the
consumer's spirit, the freedom sun, wind and air shares near water and beaches down to the nautical rope motif on
the sheer powder.

"Beauty audiences have been groomed to believe a little bronzing or illuminous effect on the face and body is
appealing," she said. "Especially if acquired at little to no risk of sun damage. This collection addresses these very
desires."

The campaign gives viewers many of whom will not be spending the summer sailing a dream vacation experience
and remembers better days before the world was plagued by pandemic and unrest.

"This message speaks to remembering to look for the positive in difficult, stressful and trying times," Ms. Miller said.
"Encouraging acts of kindness, the gifting of products to one's self and others and personal experiences are all
worthwhile endeavors.

"The marketing efforts for Summer of Glow emulate these concepts in the videos showing how to apply the products
and the environments in which they were filmed in a non-pretentious manner," she said.

Chanel promotes  its  Les  Beiges  Healthy Glow powder in the lates t Summer of Glow campaign. Image credit: Chanel
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Social business
Digital is  a growing business for luxury brands and Chanel has been increasing its audience on Instagram as it
looks to connect with consumers directly. Last year, the brand reported about 35 million followers and now the
company has reached almost 40 million.

As these numbers grow, the platform allows brands such as Chanel to entertain and connect with consumers
through video and images. Digital sales have increased due to global coronavirus-related shutdowns and
ecommerce is expected to accelerate even as stores reopen, as consumers try to avoid getting sick.

"During the pandemic, online sales and communications have grown," Ms. Miller said. "It only makes sense to use
this platform to drop new products to reach their broad and diverse audiences globally."

This social media effort allows the brand to reach a wide array of its  fans. The company shares it on both its Chanel
beauty account and its main Chanel account, amplifying its reach.

"The campaign targets those who enjoy the glow that nature provides when we are ebullient about life, a new friend,
an accomplishment, an adventure or the joy of good health and taking care of ourselves, inside and out," Ms. Miller
said.

"The concept of glowing begins within and is often seen externally in confidence and care of one's appearance,"
she said. "The care in product development and ingredients addresses the concern about sun exposure, the need to
protect one's skin and the positive feeling Chanel's audience feels when they invest in looking their best."
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The softness of a sunny summer with @Vittoria and the LES BEIGES
SUMMER OF GLOW collect ion. #LesBeiges #SummerOfGlow
#CHANELMakeup Click the link in bio to find out more

A post shared by CHANEL (@chanelofficial) on Jun 27, 2020 at 2:00am PD…

Chanel's Summer of Glow campaign offers consumers a sunny escape from the world's problems.
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